Sleep In. lt’s Good For Your Skin!

New Advances In Skincare Technology Help Repair Skin While You Sleep
(NAPSA)—Sleep is critical to
the body. Skimp on it and the
body won't operate at an optimal
level. With today’s fast-paced
lifestyles, many women feel
stressed-out and need the night to
decompress, and, as research
demonstrates, help repair the
appearance of skin-damage.
A recent study exploring the
link between emotional stress and
its effect on skin found an interesting correlation. A clinical study
conducted by researchers at Estée
Lauder has shown emotional
stress can actually inhibit the
skin’s ability to repair its moisture
barrier. The moisture barrier protects the skin from the environment and helps prevent water
loss. For example, the study
showed that among otherwise
healthy married women, those
who felt emotionally stressed and
didn’t perceive themselves as
happy had slower moisture barrier recovery rates than their happily married counterparts and single women.
In addition to emotional stress,
skin faces an onslaught of other
daily assaults, like sun and pollution, which can trigger further
damage that can lead to visible
signs of aging. Even dermatological treatments such as microdermabrasion and glycolic acid peels,
can leave skin looking red and
irritated which can lead to signs
of premature aging such as lines
and wrinkles.
Repair And Restore
“With today’s frenetic lifestyles, many women find ways to
rejuvenate their mind and body
through exercise, massage or

Stress can damage skin and lead
to signs of aging.
even meditation. New research
shows that our skin needs that
same periodic ‘boost,’ ” says Gwen
Flamberg, beauty director of
Fitness magazine.
Repairing the appearance of
existing skin-damage has become
the new front in the battle
against the signs of premature
aging. “The most critical mechanism in the fight against visible
skin-aging is the ability to help
support and promote the skin’s
natural recovery processes,” says
Dr. Daniel Maes, Vice President
Global Research and Development, Estée Lauder. “This way
the skin is able to better defend
itself.”
Most daily skincare regimens,
however, don’t incorporate the
ingredients and technologies that
help skin’s appearance recover
from serious stresses. Recent
research conducted with Estée
Lauder and Strasbourg University
in France shows concentrated
anti-irritants can help to restore

skin's optimal appearance. These
potent anti-irritants have been
incorporated into Estée Lauder
Advanced Night Repair Concentrate Recovery Boosting Treatment, a quarterly 21-night treatment for stressed skin that’s been
exposed to chronic or excessive
sun, pollution, extreme temperatures or intense dermatological
procedures such as microdermabrasion and chemical peels. As
the body sleeps, Estée Lauder Advanced Night Repair Concentrate
goes to work boosting skin back to
its optimally healthy appearance.
It’s In The Numbers
Clinical studies have shown
it’s not just a dream. Following a
microdermabrasion treatment,
Estée Lauder Advanced Night
Repair Concentrate significantly
reduced visible skin redness.
Skin that was pretreated with
Estée Lauder Advanced Night
Repair Concentrate returned to
normal condition within five
days, versus up to two weeks if
untreated. When used as a pretreatment to sun exposure,
within 24 hours after exposure,
treated skin appeared 38 percent
less red, as compared with
untreated skin. Two days following sun exposure, untreated skin
remained red in appearance,
whereas skin treated with Estée
Lauder Advanced Night Repair
Concentrate appeared restored
and showed no visible signs of
irritation.
So, puff up the pillow, lay back
and relax. With today’s advances
in modern science, repairing the
look of skin damage has never
been easier.

Mouthwash On The Rocks?

A “Bucket” Full Of Prehistoric Fun
(NAPSA)—A popular television
show that fires up preschoolers’
imaginations—inspired by youngsters’ love of dinosaurs—will now
have them roaring with delight
with toys based on the show’s
delightful dino characters.
Based on the best-selling
books by British author Ian Whybrow and illustrator Adrian
Reynolds, “Harry and His Bucket
Full of Dinosaurs” features a 5year-old boy who makes the best
discovery ever. In his Nana’s
attic, he finds a dusty and old but
magical blue bucket in which he
meets his new best friends—six
toy dinosaurs with the power to
take him on adventures into their
world: Dino World.
The dinosaurs each have distinct personalities. Taury the
Tyrannosaurus Rex is brave,
enthusiastic and very funny; Trike
the Triceratops is the follower in
the group, always ready to jump
into any situation, usually without thinking; Pterence the Pterodactyl is the youngest of the group
and is always trying to prove that
he is just as capable as the older
dinosaurs; Patsy the Apatosaurus
is kind and considerate and revels
in silly antics; Sid the Scelidosaurus is the scholar of the group
and the one Harry turns to for
information; and Steggy the
Stegosaurus is everybody’s friend,
but he’s a bit of a worrier and not
the brightest dino in the bucket.
Harry and his friends jump
into his magical blue bucket and
enter into Dino World, where
every experience is enchanting.
Created through Harry’s imagination, Dino World has such magnificent places as Pillow Hill, Clown
Mountain, Pepper Rock, a river of
orange punch in Soda Valley, and

Dinosaur toys based on a popular children’s TV show help foster
youngsters’ imaginations.
a Dino-mobile vehicle for Harry
and the dinos to get around.
Each 11-minute program—produced by CCI Entertainment—is
filled with funny, wonderful new
adventures for Harry and his
dinosaurs. The imaginative stories, which air on Cartoon Network, are designed to take children exactly where they want to
go—into the world of dinosaurs
and into a safe world of friendship,
cooperation and adventure that is
filled with lots of fun.
Warner Bros. Consumer Products and CCI Entertainment recently chose Fisher-Price to create
a toy line-up that features a broad
range of toys for 2- to 5-year-olds,
including basic figures, talking
figures, Dino-mobile vehicles,
Dino World mini-playsets and
plush toys. The talking figures
will capitalize on the primary
dinosaurs’ distinctive personalities through unique sayings and
sounds.
With a little bit of magic, these
gentle Jurassic giants can provide
an endless supply of prehistoric
playtime fun.

It’s The Latest Teen Buzz

(NAPSA)—More than 11 million American youths consumed
alcoholic beverages in 2004, which
contributed to more than 4,554
deaths. While the battle against
underage drinking is nothing new,
there is an emerging and alarming threat to contend with—
NBEs, or nonbeverage ethanols.
Common NBEs, including some
mouthwashes, cough medicines
and vanilla extract, can contain
between 12 and 30 percent alcohol;
more than a can of beer (5 percent)
or a glass of wine (12-14 percent).
According to research, one in
10 teenagers, or 2.4 million, have
intentionally used cough medicine to get high and more than
135,000 documented nonbeverage
ethanol ingestion cases are
reported each year .
“The problem is that these products, unlike beer or hard alcohol,
can be easily obtained by children
from a local grocery or drugstore,”
said Raquel Lothridge, employee at
the California Department of Education. “In a recent trip to my local
store, I found more than 50 everyday products that contained high
levels of ethanol alcohol. And
because these products are so easy
to obtain, children are literally
buying bottles of mouthwash or
other products and taking them to
parties to get high.”
Lothridge is also a board member of the Awareness of Alcohol
Content In Everyday Products
(AACEP) organization. Its mission
is to serve as advocates for change
and help increase parents’ awareness of the harmful effects of
NBEs in common over-the-counter
products.
Besides causing the impairment
normally associated with abusing
alcohol, when improper amounts
are ingested, these products have
been known to cause hypoglycemia
and could possibly induce a seizure
or coma. If more than 5 percent of
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ethanol alcohol enters the bloodstream, it can even cause death.
AACEP offers some helpful tips
on how to keep an NBE-free home
and help keep your children safe.
1. Clean House—Look through
cupboards, medicine cabinets and
children’s bedrooms. Check out
ingredients in suspect products.
2. Buy Smart—Read labels
prior to purchasing items for the
household. In many cases, there
are alcohol-free alternatives to
products such as mouthwash,
cough and cold remedies, vanilla
extract, aftershave lotions, hair
spray and rubbing alcohol.
3. Lock the Medicine Cabinet—Much like the liquor cabinet, lock medicine away (liquid
and/or pills) in a safe place and
advise children to respect overthe-counter products.
4. Keep Kids Active—The
best defense is a good offense.
Involve them in sports, summer
camps and/or any activities monitored by an adult.
5. Search for the Signs—
Nonbeverage ethanols are known
to cause behavioral changes,
impaired judgment and slurred
speech, even when taken in lower
concentrations.
For additional information
about AACEP and the harmful
effects of NBEs found in common,
over-the-counter products, visit
www.aacep.org.

(NAPSA)—The new must-have
item at tailgating parties across
the country is the Hass avocado.
Fans are learning that this fruit
is so much more than guacamole.
It adds a creamy and delicious
flavor that will transform ordinary tailgating snacks into tantalizing meals. Try grilling avocados, adding them to salads or
using them as a spread on your
favorite sandwich. Hass avocados
are the perfect addition to a variety of game day dishes. For more
delicious recipes, visit the Hass
Avocado Board Web site at
www.avocadocentral.com.

***
Try substituting cherries—
fresh or frozen—for raspberries,
strawberries and other fruits in
your favorite recipes. For more
information and recipes, visit
www.cherrymkt.org and www.
wastatefruit.com.
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(NAPSA)—A new noncommercial, free Web site has been
launched that is said to untangle
the Web by building what it calls
an interestcentric, communitydriven database. The purpose is
to provide only the most relevant
search results based on a user’s
search parameters. Currently, the
Web site, called iPoste.org,
focuses on six major categories:
News and Information, Classified
Marketplace, Message Boards,
Calendar, Job Postings and a
Community Directory. To learn
more, visit www.iPoste.org.
***
Students may be wise to spend
some time surfing the Web for
free, online scholarship services
and recognition programs such as
Wendy’s High School Heisman.
For more information or to
inquire about a nomination, visit
www.wendysheisman.com.
***
To meet the nutritional needs
of a growing senior pet population, PetAg, Inc. introduced DogSure and CatSure liquid food supplements that can also serve as
nutritionally balanced meal
replacements. For information,
visit www.PetAg.com.
***
The Avon Let’s Talk Beauty
Tour is a traveling beauty pavilion
designed to share Avon’s beauty
and earnings opportunity with
women nationwide. Visitors are
invited to receive complimentary
makeovers, product samples and
beauty advice from Avon represen-

tatives. In addition, visitors can
sign a pledge card to show their
commitment to ending domestic
violence through the “Speak Out
Loud! City Challenge,” a program
supporting the Avon Foundation’s
Speak Out Against Domestic Violence Initiative. Amy L. Miller,
Publicist, Avon Products, Inc.,
1345 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10105; 212-282-5514.
***
Six Thomas & Friends adventures come down the tracks on the
new DVD “Thomas & Friends:
Come Ride the Rails.” Plus, you
can enjoy Thomas story time and
take a ride with your favorite storybook engine at “Day Out With
Thomas” events. To learn more,
visit www.thomasandfriends.com.
***
Before you attempt to winterize your lawn irrigation system, it
can pay to consult an irrigation
specialist such as those at Rain
Bird. For irrigation tips or information, visit www.rainbird.com or
call (800) RAINBIRD.

